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Saka Mart inelli

Attitude

Looks at every single situation as an opportunity 
to grow, learn and inspire others.

Sports & Outdoor Report Form

Spirit-Your general quality, mood or essence. 
That part of you that makes you you but which 

you cannot easily identify.

Attitude-Your way of looking at life, events and 
things.

Courage-Your willingness to approach 
situations that are difficult.

Spirit

He is learning quickly more and more how 
capable he is of greatness. A matador on 

the pitch, a guide to the younger ones and a 
leader in the making.

Courage

Willing to take on any challenge, fear is not a 
quality Saka Martinelli holds.



report
Foot ball

Game Understanding & Decision making

He needs to watch more football and pay 
close attention to players who play in his 

position, this will help him learn his role as a 
midfielder.

2.4/5

Physical Ability

A strong, brave and reliable player. Always 
willing to fight and go in for 50/50 challeng-
es. He needs to tackle more during games.

3.4/5

Initiative

He needs to be constantly reminded to fall 
back, as a midfielder and vice captain that 
should not happen. He needs to talk more 
to his players and call them out when they 

make mistakes. He needs to put more effort 
in lifting his team when things aren’t going 

well.

3.5/5

Focus

Maintains his focus well throughout the 
game. Needs to work on doing the same for 

training sessions.

2.4/5



report
Foot ball

Technical Ability

He needs to work on his control and passing 
by practicing juggling and making a 

concerted effort to pass the ball early rather 
than hold it.

2.4/5

Responsible

He needs to take his role more seriously. 
Ensuring he falls back and constantly 

reminds his teammates to fulfill their duties 
during games and training sessions.

2.4/5

Attitude

Has a good attitude on and off the pitch but 
needs to develop his attitude to one of a 

leader by expecting more from himself and 
the team. He needs to make an effort to 

direct his teammates during games.

2.5/5

Player Rating

55%



COMPLETED
Hikes

1. Kimwa Kimwe, Machakos
2. Gatamaiyu
3. William hill
4. Longonot

5. Rock Face, Machakos

Coach Wanda,


